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Code No: 115BP                                          Set No. 1 
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

III B.Tech. I Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, August-2015 
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No. 

Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 

I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Which of the following is not a level of data abstraction.     [ ] 

a) Physical level b) Critical level c)  Logical level d) View level 
 

2. Which of the following is not a query processor component.    [ ] 
a) DML compiler  b)  Query evaluation engine 

 c) File manager  d) Application programs object code 
 
3. Which operator tests column for absence of data.      [ ] 

a) Like operator b) Assignment operator c)  NOT operator d) IS NULL operator 
 

4. The operation that combines two relations and automatically eliminates duplicate tuples is 
a) Union b) Insert c) Delete  d) And     [ ] 
 

5. Which operation in relational algebra allows to combine information from two relations into one relation 
            [ ] 
a)Intersection operation  b)Join operation c) Cartesian product d) Set difference operation 
 

6. SQL does not allow to use DISTINCT keyword with     [ ] 
a) COUNT b) AVG c) SUM d) MAX 
 

7. Which clause is used to filter data based on group functions.    [ ] 
a) GROUP BY b) HAVING c) WHERE d) SELECT 
 

8. The operation which is used to give new names to relational algebra expression is   [ ] 
a) Rename  b) Union  c) Projection d) Selection     
 

9. DRC stands for          [ ] 
a) Data relational calculus  b) Domain relational calculus  
c) Domain related calculus  d) Data related calculus 
 

10. Which key establishes a relationship between two columns in the same table or different tables. 
             [ ] 

a) Foreign key  b) Primary key c) Unique constraint  d) Check constraint 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 

11. data that describes the properties of other data  is ____________. 
 
12. The collection of information stored in database at any particular moment is an ________of database 
 
13. In entity – relationship model, diamond symbol represents _____________. 
 
14. Expand DDL -______________ 
 
15. The attribute that have many values for a particular entity is known as _________ 
 
16. _________ command is used to destroy or delete a table 
 
17. Retrieving the data from specific columns is known as ______________ 
 
18. WHERE clause in SQL expression describes __________________ 

 
19. ___________is a procedure that is automatically invoked by DBMS in response to specified changes to 

the database. 
 
20. ___________  is a query that has another query embedded within it. 
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Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No. 

Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 

I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The operation that combines two relations and automatically eliminates duplicate tuples is 

a) Union b) Insert c) Delete  d) And     [ ] 
 

2. Which operation in relational algebra allows to combine information from two relations into one relation 
            [ ] 
a)Intersection operation  b)Join operation c) Cartesian product d) Set difference operation 
 

3 SQL does not allow to use DISTINCT keyword with     [ ] 
a) COUNT b) AVG c) SUM d) MAX 
 

4. Which clause is used to filter data based on group functions.    [ ] 
a) GROUP BY b) HAVING c) WHERE d) SELECT 
 

5. The operation which is used to give new names to relational algebra expression is   [ ] 
a) Rename  b) Union  c) Projection d) Selection     
 

6. DRC stands for          [ ] 
a) Data relational calculus  b) Domain relational calculus  
c) Domain related calculus  d) Data related calculus 
 

7. Which key establishes a relationship between two columns in the same table or different tables. 
             [ ] 

a) Foreign key  b) Primary key c) Unique constraint  d) Check constraint 
 
8. Which of the following is not a level of data abstraction.     [ ] 

a) Physical level b) Critical level c)  Logical level d) View level 
 

9. Which of the following is not a query processor component.    [ ] 
a) DML compiler  b)  Query evaluation engine 

 c) File manager  d) Application programs object code 
 
10. Which operator tests column for absence of data.      [ ] 

a) Like operator b) Assignment operator c)  NOT operator d) IS NULL operator 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 

11. Expand DDL -______________ 
 
12. The attribute that have many values for a particular entity is known as _________ 
 
13. _________ command is used to destroy or delete a table 
 
14. Retrieving the data from specific columns is known as ______________ 
 
15. WHERE clause in SQL expression describes __________________ 

 
16. ___________is a procedure that is automatically invoked by DBMS in response to specified changes to 

the database. 
 
17. ___________  is a query that has another query embedded within it. 
  
18. data that describes the properties of other data  is ____________. 
 
19. The collection of information stored in database at any particular moment is an ________of database 
 
20. In entity – relationship model, diamond symbol represents _____________. 
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Objective Exam 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 

I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 

 
1. SQL does not allow to use DISTINCT keyword with     [ ] 

a) COUNT b) AVG c) SUM d) MAX 
 

2. Which clause is used to filter data based on group functions.    [ ] 
a) GROUP BY b) HAVING c) WHERE d) SELECT 
 

3. The operation which is used to give new names to relational algebra expression is   [ ] 
a) Rename  b) Union  c) Projection d) Selection     
 

4. DRC stands for          [ ] 
a) Data relational calculus  b) Domain relational calculus  
c) Domain related calculus  d) Data related calculus 
 

5. Which key establishes a relationship between two columns in the same table or different tables. 
             [ ] 

a) Foreign key  b) Primary key c) Unique constraint  d) Check constraint 
 
6. Which of the following is not a level of data abstraction.     [ ] 

a) Physical level b) Critical level c)  Logical level d) View level 
 

7. Which of the following is not a query processor component.    [ ] 
a) DML compiler  b)  Query evaluation engine 

 c) File manager  d) Application programs object code 
 
8. Which operator tests column for absence of data.      [ ] 

a) Like operator b) Assignment operator c)  NOT operator d) IS NULL operator 
 

9. The operation that combines two relations and automatically eliminates duplicate tuples is 
a) Union b) Insert c) Delete  d) And     [ ] 
 

10. Which operation in relational algebra allows to combine information from two relations into one relation 
            [ ] 
a)Intersection operation  b)Join operation c) Cartesian product d) Set difference operation 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 

11. _________ command is used to destroy or delete a table 
 
12. Retrieving the data from specific columns is known as ______________ 
 
13. WHERE clause in SQL expression describes __________________ 

 
14. ___________is a procedure that is automatically invoked by DBMS in response to specified changes to 

the database. 
 
15. ___________  is a query that has another query embedded within it. 
  
16. data that describes the properties of other data  is ____________. 
 
17. The collection of information stored in database at any particular moment is an ________of database 
 
18. In entity – relationship model, diamond symbol represents _____________. 
 
19. Expand DDL -______________ 
 
20. The attribute that have many values for a particular entity is known as _________ 
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Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No. 

Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 

I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The operation which is used to give new names to relational algebra expression is   [ ] 

a) Rename  b) Union  c) Projection d) Selection     
 

2. DRC stands for          [ ] 
a) Data relational calculus  b) Domain relational calculus  
c) Domain related calculus  d) Data related calculus 
 

3. Which key establishes a relationship between two columns in the same table or different tables. 
             [ ] 

a) Foreign key  b) Primary key c) Unique constraint d) Check constraint 
 
4. Which of the following is not a level of data abstraction.     [ ] 

a) Physical level b) Critical level c)  Logical level d) View level 
 

5. Which of the following is not a query processor component.    [ ] 
a) DML compiler  b)  Query evaluation engine 

 c) File manager  d) Application programs object code 
 
6. Which operator tests column for absence of data.      [ ] 

a) Like operator b) Assignment operator c)  NOT operator d) IS NULL operator 
 

7. The operation that combines two relations and automatically eliminates duplicate tuples is 
a) Union b) Insert c) Delete  d) And     [ ] 
 

8. Which operation in relational algebra allows to combine information from two relations into one relation 
            [ ] 
a)Intersection operation  b)Join operation c) Cartesian product d) Set difference operation 
 

9. SQL does not allow to use DISTINCT keyword with     [ ] 
a) COUNT b) AVG c) SUM d) MAX 
 

10. Which clause is used to filter data based on group functions.    [ ] 
a) GROUP BY b) HAVING c) WHERE d) SELECT 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 

11. WHERE clause in SQL expression describes __________________ 
 

12. ___________is a procedure that is automatically invoked by DBMS in response to specified changes to 
the database. 

 
13. ___________  is a query that has another query embedded within it. 
  
14. data that describes the properties of other data  is ____________. 
 
15. The collection of information stored in database at any particular moment is an ________of database 
 
16. In entity – relationship model, diamond symbol represents _____________. 
 
17. Expand DDL -______________ 
 
18. The attribute that have many values for a particular entity is known as _________ 
 
19. _________ command is used to destroy or delete a table 
 
20. Retrieving the data from specific columns is known as ______________ 
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